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FOREWORD 

SI'nce 1960 Dutch towns have been increasl'ngly confronted with a lackof space, 
air po Ilution and road safety problems . The cause of these was the car with its 
expanding domination of the road traffi"c scene, Dun'ng the latter half of the 1970's 
the realisatbn grew that car traffi'c I'n towns and vl'lIages had to be curbed and 
that pedestr"lans and cyclists should be allowed more space. Since then, the 
central government has aimed at exclud ng moton'sed traffic as much as possible 
from resident a lareas and to concentrate It onto a limited number of designated 
through-roads , In order to establish how this goal can best be achl'eved, the 
government is carrying out a policy of experiments to research the effects of 
different types of measures · 
Under this po tt:y far-reaching i nfrastructural measures were taken between 1979 
and 1981 n the towns of E ndhoven and Rifswijk to improve living conditions and 
safety in residenflal streets and at the same time to improve the flow of 
through -traff'"t: . This pi bt scheme was fnanced by the Ministry of Transport and 
Pub tt: Works and the Ministry of Housing , Physical Planning and Environment. 
Extens ive research was carried out in E'lTldhoven and Rijswijk, not on 0/ into road 
safety but also into traffic circulation, environmental factors, socio"'8conomic 
aspects , and use of and fee lings about pub k areas, Each of these five top cs 
was examined by a separate research group, overall responsibill'ty being taken 
by an h terml'nisteria I steering group . 

Over the years a large number of reports of these van'ous studies have been 
pub lt3hed; to make the res Uts aval'lab11e to fore gn readers, SWOV and DVV have 
decided to summan'sethe most important data in this English-language book let , 
comp iled by SWOV's Information Department. At the back is a list of everyth hg 
publ"lShed to date on the pilot scheme lin EI'ndhoven and Rijswl)k, 

Prof. E . Asmussen, D ~ector , SWOV 
Le tlschendam, December 1985 
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Recommended cycle lane on traffic artery 
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NTRODUCTION 

The Minister of TranspQ1 and Public Works announced in the 1975 Road Safety 
Poh"cy Plan that an experiment was to take pace Involvl"ng the reclassifi"cahon 
and reconstructio nof urban areas , the aim be "g to restrict as fa r as possi ble the 
strain placed on the resdent"lal environment by motorised traffic " Thus 
through -traffl"c was to be kept out of the residential zones (networks of residential 
streets and access roads) and restricted to a limited number of traffic arteries 
together forming a tram:; zone " The locations selected for the experiment were 
two self-contained urban areas of approx "1 00 hectares inEindhoven and Riiswijk" 
The roads and streets I"n these areas were reclassified and reconst ructed in 
accordance with the" .. function " 
The measures taken on the traffiC arteries were aimed at the smooth flow 0 ftraffic, 
particularly fast traff"\:: , pr br ty being given to trams and buses " Measures were 
also taken to improve the safety of all categor ~s of road users : clear lane 
mark"ngs, separate cycle paths and recommended cyc le lanes, pedestn"an 
crossing facilities and traffic lights " 
The packages of measures taken in resident a I streets were based on three 
different sets of obiectives (options) " They ranged from fa ir~ s"mple in the case 
of opron 1 (one-way traffic and a single ramp) through s ~"ght 0/ more complicated 
in the case of option 2 (one-way traffic in combinafon wl"th various 
speed-restricting devices) to far-reaching in the case of option 3 (woonerf or 
simi ar scheme)" The measures were designed to pace s bw traffic on an almost 
equa I footing with fast traffic" No explicit objective swere formulated for the access 
roads, but they were reconstructed in a siml"lar way to residentl"al streets under 
opt bn 2 " Streets under the same option were grouped into 'option zones' " 

SWOV carried out and/or coordinated various stud ies to measure the effects on 
road safety: an accident survey , behaVioural surveys and opinion polls " In 
addition ,SWOV carried out some more or less self-contained studies of particular 
problems which are beyond the scope of thl"s booklet. 
The tOPI"CS dealt with I"n the chapters that follow are : what measures were taken 
I"n Eindhoven and RiiswiJ"k ,and what the effects are on road safety; accident rates, 
behaviour of road users and safety levels as perceived by residents " A bn"ef 
account is then gl"ven of the effects of the measures on the envl"ronment and 
commerce; the research into these two aspects was carried out by the consu It ing 
agencies DHV and BGC and the Central Institute for Small and Medium -S ized 
BUSiness (CIMK) respectively " 
The pubh"c partl"cl"patl"on process and l"tS I"nfluence on the measures ulthlately 
take n will not be discussed in this condensed report " 
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MEASURES 

The reclassification in the land -use plan of the expen"mental areas affected the 
roads carrying through -traffic (totalh"ng 18 k ibmetres) : in Eindhoven 2 km was 
redesignated as access roads, and in Rifswijk 4.7 km was redesl"gnated as access 
roads and 1"3 km as residential streets " As a result the residential streets and 
access roads are grouped together into clearly re Cbgnisable res tlential zones, 
separated from one another and from the other distr"tts of the town by the traffic 
arteries" The plans opposite show how the experime'rtal areas I"n Eindhoven and 
R ~"sw "~k were reclassified " 

The reconstruct/on took the form of the followl ng sets of measu res for the van"ous 
types of road " 

TraffiC arteries 
• construction of separate cycle paths and marking of recommended cycle lanes 
• reconstruction of service roads to keep out through-traffic 
• improvement of crossing facilities for pedestrians, including the construchon 

of a pedestrian underpass 
• construction or repositioning of separate tramway 
• clearer carn"ageway markings 
• construction of parking bays 
• improvement or I"nstallation of traffic lights 
• introduction of new traffic regulations to improve flow , With priority for trams 

and buses " 

Access roads 
• narrowing of intersections and carriageways 
• installation of ramps ('sleep"rlg pol"temen) 
• 'no entry ' halfway along roads to keep out \'trough -traff ic 
• construction of ral"sed intersecti"ons 
• reall"gnment of road aXI"s" 

Resldenhal streets (ophon 1) 
• introduction of one -way trafh for cars: reversal of traff iCdirection in sections of 

existing one -way streets 
• construction of parking bays 
• constructl"on of ramps at llJnctl"ons wl"th traffic Zone " 

Resldentl"al streets (optl"on 2) 
• construction of ramps and raised Intersections 
• reah"gnment of road aXI"s 
• construction of parkl"ng bays and other measures to control parking 
• I"ntroduction of one -way traffl"c for car s, reversal of traff iC directl"on h se ctions 

of existl"ng one -way streets 
• 'no entry ' to motori sed traffiC halfway along some roads " 
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Residential streets (option 3) 
• construction of woonerf with sign in a small number of streets, in some cases 

combined with recommended lanes far pedestrians 
• introduction of one-way traffic 
• construction of ramps and raised intersections 
• construction of parking bays 
• realignment of road axis 
• narrowing of intersection and carriageway 
• decorations, e ·g. flower tubs 
• installation of play facilities, benches etc · for 'residential activities '. 

Tables 1 and 2 show the main reconstruction measures taken in Eindhoven and 
Rijswijk. 

Table 1. Measures taken in residential streets 

Eindhoven - option: Rijswijk - option : 
1 2 3 1 2 3 

Length of road (km) with: 
- one-way traffic for 

all vehicles 1.3 0.4 0 .8 1.3 1 .1 0.1 
- woonerl 0 0 4 .1" 0 0 4 .9 

No. of 'no entries' for 
motor vehic les 0 2 0 3 

No .oframps 17 70 85 18 43 

No .of axis realignments 0 2 26 0 6 90 

No· of raised 
intersections 0 3 10 11 20 6 

No . 01 road & intersection 
narrowlngs 3 4 0 4 4 20 

"2.2 km was already woonerl 
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Table 2 · Measures taken on main roads 

Elndhoven RiiswiJk 
traffic access traffic access 
arteries roads' arteries roads 

Length of road (km) with .-
- separate cycle path 2.0 0 1 .1 0 
- (recommended) 

cyqe lane 1.4 0 3 ·7 0 
- separate bus/tram lane 0 0 15 9 

No·oframps 0 0 14 

No. o'faxis realignments 0 4 0 19 

No · of raised intersections 0 0 0 21 

No ·of road & I'ntersection 
narrowJngs 0 25 0 17 

No ·of pedestrian 
faci litl'es 16 0 4 0 

• Inc 1.3 km of traffic artery changed I'nto residential street 
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Separate tramway in traffic artery 
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EFFECTS ON ACCIDENTS 

To ascertain whether the measures in the expen'mental areas of El'ndhoven and 
Rljswijk had a favourable effect on road safety, the numbers of ac6dents before 
and after the reconstruction were compared .A six -year 'before' period was taken : 
1972 -77. Between 1977 and 1981 the measuresweredevl'sed and I'mplemented : 
transition period . The 'after' period began in 1982. This needs to be at least three 
years to indicate the differences in effectiveness between the three packages of 
measures, To give a rough idea of the overalleffect of the measures as soon as 
poss b le, however, the post-test is being carr ed out in two phases , The f ~st covers 
a penod of fourteen months , Le , up to and inc uding Februari 1983: the second, 
which should provide more detailed informall'on, will probably cover the pen'od 
1982 -85 inclusive , 

To ascertain what effect the measures have on road safety, main roads and 
residential streets were looked at separately in the first phase of the accident 
survey ,Access roads were regarded as main roads, since they do have a certa'n 
traffic function, although they form part of the residential zone and smooth f bw 
I'S not absolutely necessary, 

The accident survey was not confined to the experimental areas, but included 
the adjoining residential areas (influence areas) and the other residential districts 
of Eindhoven and Rijswijk (control areas), The influence areas were needed to 
indicate whether the measures did not simp ~ shift the problems from one area 
to another, The numbers of accidents I'n the control areas showed to what extent 
the trend in the experimental areas was due to general factors unrelated to the 
measures, To enable the accident rates in the different types of area and at 
different times to be compared it was also necessary to consider the abso ute 
numbers of ac6dents in relation to the amount of traffic - traffic performance, 
expressed in vehicle-kilometres, (Varbus yardsticks of this kind were used I'n the 
survey, but since the results differed on ~ s lightly, we shall confineourse h.tes here 
to vehicle-kdometres) , 

T ab le 3 shows the numbers of aCCidents two h.ting infury I'n the reslGent/al streets 
of the experimental and control areas dun'ng the 'before' and 'after ' penod 
respectively , Both absolute numbers and fl'gures per million veh icle-kilometres 
(i'ncluding cycles and mopeds) are given, The 1,3 km of residential street wh iCh , 
although not desl'gned to do so, carried through -traffl'c d un'ng the before ' pen'od 
was included among the main roads during the 'after' period , ab rg with the 
access roads , 
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Table 3. Effects on the safety of residentia l streets 

accidents inv. injury traffic performance' accident rate" 
expo control exp . control exp . contro l 
areas areas areas areas areas areas 

'before ' 109 879 48.2 1462.2 226 0 .60 

'after' 8 152 77 269.0 1.04 0 .57 

, 'In millions of vehicles 
** accidents involving injury per million veh icle-kilometres 

Road safety did improve in the residential streets in the experimental 
areas, whereas it did not in those in the control areas. Statistical checks carried 
out on the results indicate that this effect is 90% certain to be a result of the 
measures and not of contingency It is a striking fact, incidentally, that the 
residential streets in the experimental areas were still almost twice as unsafe as 
those in the control areas, even dUring the 'after' period. 

Analyses reveal that the improvement in road safety in the residential streets in 
the experimental areas has been due solely to a reduction in the number of 
collisions involving motor vehicles . The number involving only slow traffic has not 
decreased. Mopeds play a strikingly large part in this, being involved in four out 
of eight accidents during the 'after' period . This may be because the measures 
brought about only a slight reduction in the speed of mopeds (see report of speed 
checks in next chapter) . 

Table 4 shows accidents involving injury on main roads of the exper imental and 
control areas dunng the 'before ' and 'after ' period respective Iy 

Table 4 . Effects on the safety of main roads 

accidents inv . injury traffi c performance' accident rate" 
exp o control exp . control exp o contro l 
areas areas areas areas areas areas 

'before ' 814 3574 407 .2 1984 .7 2 .00 1 80 

'after' 101 533 78.2 384 .2 1 29 1.39 

• in millions of vehicles 
•• acc 'ldents involving injury per million veh ~ Ie -km 
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The /mprovement In road safety was also greater on main roads In the 
experimental areas than on those In the control areas , Statistical checks, however, 
Indi"cate that this effects cannot be ascnbed with sufficient certainty to the 
measures (under 90°,6 certainty). 

1he acc dent a.Jrvey further revealed that the measures in the experimental areas 
have not had a negar~e effect on road safety in the influence areas, where the 
resident ia I streets e Yen seem to have become safer, The measures I'n the 
expertnental areas have not therefore shifted the problem to other parts of the 
town , 
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'Bisected ' access road with 'sleeping pol icemen' 
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EFFECTSON 
AND PUBLIC 

BEHAVIOUR 
OP I NION 

TRAFFIC CENSUSES 

SPEED CHECKS 

In addition to the accident survey, various studies of behaviour and public opinion 
were carried out" traffic censuses, speed checks, observations of behaviour and 
conflicts, polls of residents , The main purpose of all these studies was to establish 
what changes in the traffic process enable the measures to have an effect on 
road safety , 

The traffic censuses were carn'ed out fl'rst of all to enable the accident rates to 
be considered in relation to traffic performance and thus to permit comparisons 
between the 'before' and 'after' period, The results of the censuses are also 
va uable in themselves, however: they indicate what changes the measures have 
brought about in the amount of traffic and the traffic mix, 
o ne of the major objectives of the experimental scheme was to keep 
through-traffic out of the residential zones , Table 5 shows that thl's was reasonably 
we ~ achieved: motorised traffic I'n the residential streets in the experimental areas 
dropped by 12%, whereas it rose slightly in the control areas , 

Table 5 , Average daily traffic flow in residential streets 

experiment al areas control areas 
'77-8 '82 diff ' '77-8 '82 diff, 

b icycles 227 208 - 8% 907 908 0% 
mopeds 37 24 -35% 184 96 -48% 
motor vehl'c les 378 331 -12% 1149 1167 + 2% 

tota l 642 563 -12% 2240 2171 - 3% 

The objechves for most of the res dent ia I streets included not only keeping out 
through -traffl'c but also reduc hg the speed of other traffic ,No speed checks were 
carn'ed out during the before ' per bd as part of the road safety study : all that 
could be done during the 'after 'penod, therefore, was to ascertain which package 
of measures for reSidential streets resulted in the lowest speeds ,Accord ingly, 25 
sections of road were se ected among the residentl'al streets in the expen'mental 
areas The advl'sory agency Advisle mOnitored the speeds of pass hg trafhc at 
three pOl'nts on these sectKms (start , middle and end) ,Table 6 shows the highest 
and lowest average speeds at part icular monl'toring points , 
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Tab le 6 . Speeds in areaS with the three options (kmph) 

option 1 option 2 option 3 
(8 streets*) (8 streets) (9 streets * *) 

cars 
highest average speed 38 .6 36 ·1 21.s 
lowest average speed 13 ·1 14.3 11 .7 

mopeds 
highest average speed 32 .1 34 ·3 27.5 
lowest average speed 14.8 11.3 12.0 

* inc. one access road 
** excl. woonerf streets 

Str ikingly, the speeds of cars and mopeds in option 2 streets seem to be only 
slightly lower than in option 1 streets, despite the fact that speed-restricting 
devices were installed on a large scale in option 2 streets . This is because, to 
have sufficient traffic to monitor, sections of road were selected which all joined 
up with main roads (traffic arteries and acce Ss roads) . Among the option 2 streets 
these are precisely the sections of road with very few speed -restricting devices. 
The knock-on effect of the measures carried out further down the street seem S, 
judging by the results of the speed checks, to have been very sl ight . 
The woonerf layout does have a clear speed -restricting effect, at least on cars . 
It is evidently much more difficult to bring the speed of mopeds down to an 
acceptable level·, in woonerf streets their speeds are even higher than those O'f 
cars . This may be the reason that the measures have not had a favourab le effect 
an the safety of moped -riders in residentia l streets . 

As part of the study of traffic circulation, additiona l speed cheeks were carried 
out during the before' and 'after ' periods on two access roads . One of them was 
made 'no entry ' halfway along as part of the reclassification: che Cks were carried 
out on both halves . The results of the checks, carried out by the Transportat"lon 
Research Laboratory of Delft University of Technology , are g iven ·In Table 7 . On 
the two parts of the 'bisected ' access road in particular there was a substantia l 
drop in vehicle speeds as a result of the measures . 
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BEHAVIOURAL 
OBSERVATIONS 

CONFLICT 
OBSERVATIONS 

Table 7. Speeds of motor vehl"cles on access roads (kmph) 

'before' 'after' 
mean speed 85%-value mean speed 85%-value 

access road a 37.5 46.0 35.3 42.4 

access road b, 
monitor pOint 1 45.5 52.5 35.8 42.9 

access road b, 
mon kor point 2 42.4 48.5 35.8 42.9 

Spec ial faclhhes were I'ntroduced on the trafhc arteries in the expen'mental areas to 
improve the safety and comfort of pedestrians, cyclists and moped-nders . The 
Inst"(ute for Perception TNO (IZF-TNO) and the consultl'ng agency DHV carn'ed 
out behavioural surveys to gain an indication of how these fac'lities are working. 
IZF -TNO made video recordings at a number of bcations dur ~g the 'before' and 
'after 'periods to analyse the effects of the facilit es on cyc I~ts and moped-riders . 
The analyses show that continuing the cycle-path paving across a function with 
as oe road raises the attention of car drivers cross'ng it: they approach at a lower 
speed. Narrower carriageways and islands enab e cyclists and moped-r"t:lers to 
cross a traffic artery more quickly, but they do not make cross(ng any safer. 
Facdties were introduced on three traffic arteries to allow cycles and mopeds 
going straight ahead to weave w'th cars turning right at a h'ght-contro led 
intersection. At one locat bn th'lS causes nuisance to the cycles and mopeds s nce 
the cycle lane f Cl' those going straig h ahead is repeatedly obstructed by 
stationary cars waiting to move I'nto the right -hand lane . Nevertheless the weav ng 
system seems to have a sma 11 favourable effect on the safety of cych'sts and 
moped -riders 
DHV examined the crossing behavl'our of pedestrians at a small number of 
locahons . Measures such as narrowl'ng of the carriageway, appll'catlon of wide 
central markings and installation of centra l refuges evidently make I't easl'er for 
pedestrians to cross traffic arteries. The narrower carn'ageways in particular 
produce much shorter wait Ing times . The central refuges , incidentally , were found 
to have very little effe et on the rout et aken by pedestn'ans ,who general 0/ take the 
shortest . 

To gal'n an Idea of the changes n the traffi"c process resulting from the measures . 
traffic conf kts were observed in the reSidential streets in the expen'mental areas . 
SI'nce no conflld studl'es were ca;n'ed out dun'ng the before ' per"'Od . a companson 
between the reSidential streets wl'th the van'ous optl'ons and a control area was 
carried out I'n the 'after 'were those where Advisie carr ied out speed checks . Two 
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Woonerf exit 
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types of conflict observation were carried out: Lund Inst .ute of Tec hlology 
(Sweden) observed conflicts at the intersectl"ons of residential streets with the 
surrounding main roads (traffic arteries and acces"S roads), and Advisl"e carried 
out 'shadow observations' on the sections of road wh th »"fied up with main roads " 

Fixed ~ocation observatl"ons 
The Lund Institute of Technology study showed that confl"icts at t he ex".s from the 
reconstructed streets were no less numerous or ser"lou s tha n those at the ex ts 
from the residential streets in the control area " (The numbers of confll"cts were in 
every case considered in relation to the amount of traffl"c: the figures were 
weighted to enable a clean comparison to be made) " Nor were there any 
differences in conflicts between the reconstructed streets wlh the varbus options" 
There are two explanatl"ons for these hndings " The first I"S that I"t was at the ex.s 
of streets wl"th options 1 and 2 that no measures were taken; in this respect they 
did not differ from each other or from the exits of residential streets in the control 
area" The second exp anat bn has to do with shortcomings in the desl"gn of the 
woonerf exits (option 3) , which caused specific conflicts: the ral"sed section of 
many of these exits is too c bse to the iunctl"on With the main road, and cars 
sometimes roll off these sections and can then come into conflict with passing 
traffic if the main road is narrow" Also, the exits are often so narrow that cars 
entering and leaving can eas"lo/ come into confl ict " 
On the basis of the conflicts observed, the researchers calculated what the risk 
of an ac6dent involving injury was to car dn"vers and cyclists in vanous situations" 
They came to the conclusbn that cyc ' sts travelling along the main road ran the 
greatest risk " Pedestrians were not inc lJded in the calculations because the 
number of conflicts observed invo v h g them was too small statl"stically " 
The researchers commented that I"t was not so much the construction of the streets 
that determl"ned the numbers and seriousness of conflicts at eXI"ts as the deSign 
of the .l.mctl"on, the amount of traffic and the traffic mix" They concluded .among 
other things . that intersections between a residential street and an access road 
were !:afer than those between a residentia Istreet and a trafli"c artery "Lastly, they 
made a large number of suggestions . based on the confll"cts observed, on how 
to improve safety at exits from resl"dentl"a I streets " 

Shadow observations 
Advl"sie followed pedest rians on the se ct lons of road whl"ch Joined up with mal"n 
roads and observed thel"r confll"cts with moving vehicles " Observers followed a 
total of 1 ,051 chl"ldren and 530 adults " Remarkably , I"t was found that I"t was the 
children who were least involved I"n serious conflict s (per unit of tl"me) and the 
adults the most " Given the small numbers of senous conflict s, however, no genera I 
conclusions can be drawn from this "It was possible , though , to l"dent ay the cause 
of serious conflicts l"nvolvl"ng pedestrians in a number of woonerf streets :certal"n 
obsta des forced adu _ pedestrians to zl"gzag across the street, as a result of 
which they had to cross passing traffic at points With restnicted vislbih"ty " 
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Pedestrian underpass under main road 
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POLLS OF RESIDENTS Po lis were conducted among the residents of the expen·mental areas both before 
and after the reconstruction The polls in the 'before' per bd were carried out by 
t h:l consu t ing agency DHV and those in th e 'after ' p erbd by the Inst ttJte for 
Applied Sociology (ITS). 

The main purpose of the polls in the 'before' period was to Identify dangerous 
bcations I·n the experimental areas and to establish to whom they were dangerous 
a1nd why. The question of the kind of measures needed was then exam ·.,ed . 
Abo Lt two-thirds of the respondents were able to name one or more dangerous 
bcations in their neighbourhoods,·these were part bu Iarly dangerous, they said, 
to slow traffic. Most of these dangerous locations were sections of road and 
intersections on main roads. The main causes of danger mentioned were busy 
tra ~ b, cars travelling at high speeds, poor v S bility at intersections and absence 
of good crossing facilities . 
After the reconstruction the residents were again questioned on this point. The 
measures taken - which many did not know about ,as it transpired - had influenced 
their opinions very little. Again, two-thirds said that there were dangerous locations 
in their neighbourhoods and again they mentioned more or less the same causes 
(the only improvements they noticed were in the crossing facilit ies) . Incidentally , 
the opinions of residents on hazards by no means tallied with the results of 
accident surveys. An example is given I·n Table 8, whl·ch classifies the locations 
identified in Eindhoven as dangerous before the reconstruction according to the 
number of times they were mentioned in the poll, and according to the number 
of accidents which occurred there. Compan·son of the two columns clearly shows 
that polls are not a straightforward substitute for accident surveys . 

Table 8 . Locations classified by hazard leve l 

location order" on order·on 
basis of poll basl·s of a ocidents 

A 6 
B 2 3 
C 3 2 
D 4 5 
E 5 4 
F 6 9 
G 7 1 

H 8 7 
9 8 

" the lower the f igure, the greater the danger 
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Despite the fact that the same number of residents sa 'Id that there were dangerou s 
locations in their neighbourhoods before and after the reconstruction, in genera l 
they nevertheless took the view that safety had been improved in the ir st reets 
and neighbourhoods , A notab le exception were the reside nts of the on Iy woonerf 
lnc luded in the poll, who sa id that the area had become more dangerous rather 
than less after the reconstruct ion , especia lly for childre n, old peop le and other 
pedestrians, It may be that theIr opinions were unfavourably Influenced by 
problems associated with the publ ic partic ipation process , It is also poss ible that 
more children and old people go out on the streets now that they have been 
reconstructed, as a logical resu~ of which these categories are more like Iy to be 
involved in traffic conflicts and accidents , Lastly . the obligatory zigzagg ing by 
pedestrians discussed above in connection w~h the co'nflict observations 
(shadow observations) may have had a negative inf luence on the op inlons of 
residents , The most favourable opinion on the effect of the measures on safety 
was held by residents of option 2 streets , where numerous speed-restrict ing 
measures were taken , 

Lastly, the polls conducted after the reconstruction examined to what extent the 
various packages of measures (options 1 , 2 and 3) met their primary objectives 
according to the residents, The results are summarised in Table 9, 

Table 9, Opinions on success in relation to primary object ives 'In experimenta l areas 

opinion of residents 

through-traffic reduced/ 
eliminated after reconst , 

cars drive slower after 
reconstruction 

neighbourhood pleasant 
towalkin: 
- before reconstruction 
- after recon struction 

Eindhoven - option', 
1 2 3 

59% 84% 

67% 
50% 

Rijswijk - option : 
1 2 3 

82% 

590/0 78% 

8 7% 
54% 

All three packages were des'Jgned to keep through-traffic out of residential streets , 
According to the residents the measures were particularly effective in opt ion 3 
streets , Residents of option 1 and 2 streets in Eindhoven were the most d issatisfied 
in this respect : only a small majority said that through-traffic had disappeared 
wholly or partly from their neighbourhoods , 
In the option 2 and 3 streets the measures were a lso desl'gned to reduce the 
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speed of motorised traffic . This objective was achieved most effecfrvely, 
according to the residents, in the option 3 streets in Rijsw,jk, but ,·n the other 
residential streets in Rijswijk and E iIiIdhoven about 60% of residents a Iso sa id 
that cars were now driving more sbw ty. 
The measures in option 3 streets, lastly, were also designed to make the stree ts 
an attractive place to walk and talk " . To f ind out whether this object"rve was 
ach ieved, residents were asked before and after the reconstructbn whether they 
found the neighbourhood pleasant to walk in : both in Eindhoven and in Rijsw iJ< 
they found it less pleasant after the reconstruction. 
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EFFECTS ON THE 
ENVIRONMENT AND 
COMMERCE 
THE ENVIRONMENT To ascertain the effects on the environment, measurements of nOI'se, vibration 

and air pollutl'on caused by traffic were carried out before and after the measures 
were taken. 

Measurements of noise showed a decrease in all three types of residential street 
(options 1, 2 and 3) in the experimental areas. In residential streets whl'ch had 
suffered a good deal from through -traffic before the reconstruction , the equivalent 
daytime noise level dropped by as much as 6-10 dB(A). Also illustrative of the 
mprovement in the situation is the decrease in the number of dwellings wl'th a 
nOI'se level of over 60 dB(A); under the Noise Nuisance Act insulation measures 
must be taken on any dwelling with this level of noise. Table 10 shows the 
percentages of dwe Itngs requ'flng insu Iafon before and after the reconstruction . 

Table 10 , Percentages of dwellings requiring insulation 

'before' 
'after' 

Eindhoven - option: 
1 2 3 

13 
9 

19 
7 

15 
1 

RiJ'swijk - option 
1 2 3 

33 
10 

31 
5 

18 
7 

There was very Ittle increase in nOise abng the traffl'c arteries since the ir traffic 
density rose onfy slightly in re Iat tve terms. The equivalent no ise level along one 
traffiC artery even dropped by 5 dB(A) because the distance between the 
carn'ageway and the houses was increased and the carriageway was asphalted . 
The measures in Eindhoven and Rijswijk had very little effect on vibration . The 
leve Is measured remained below the ISO standard for vibration in the resldentia I 
environment , both before and after the reconstructl'on . Thl's means that the 
vibration is not perceptible to humans 

The effects of the measures on air pollution were ascertained by measuring 
exhaust gas emis sions on a number of test trips . The measurements sh QNed that 
emissions of carbon monoxide per kilometre travelled rose fraqlOna _y in option 
2 streets , those of nitrogen OXides dropped somewhat and those of hydrocarbons 
remained vl'rtual fy the same . In option 3 streets emissions of carbon monoxide 
and hydrocarbons per kilometre rose notl'ceably , whereas those of mhogen 
oXI'des fell . The rise in carbon monoxide emissions in option 3 st reets I s due to 
the numerous bends made in the road, which cause drivers to release and then 
depress the accelerator frequently . Bec ause of the halving of motorised traffic in 
ophon 3 streets, however , tota I eml'ssions of exhaust gases there dropped to 
some extent , 
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COMMERCE The whishes of local busl'nesses were taken into consideration as far as possible 
when draft ing the plans , as long as th is did not affect the nature of the project. 
Attempts were made to gain an idea of the effects on commerce with the aid of 
a survey of businesses and a consumer survey, 
The measures had no effect on the amount and composition of commerce, 
'Investment ,Closing-down or relocation of businesses ,In the public service sector, 
especia lly the retail trade , a large sectbn of businesses took the view that the~ 
turnover dropped as a resu ~ ofthe measures, It was not possible to establl'sh to 
any great extent how true th'ls claim was in terms of actual turnover figures, since 
businesses were very reluctant to cooperate in providing them , On the basis of 
the mater'lal available it I'S possible only to draw a few general conclusions 
regarding the experimental areas as a whole, In the consumer goods and 
durables sector the trend in the experimenta l areas was in tine w'lth the nationa l 
trend , In the food and drink sector turnover lagged behind somewhat', th is 'Is 
su rprising , since this sector depends mainly on Ioca I res 'ldents ,who shop ma inly 
on foot or by bicycle , The consumer survey showed that the residents of the 
experimental areas visited their local shops at least as often as they used to before 
the measures were taken , 
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SUMMARYAND 
CONCLUSIONS 

ACCIDENTS 

BEHAVIOUR AND 
PUBLIC OPINION 

The initial results of acc ident surveys indi'cate that a clear division of urban areas 
into traffic zones and re Sidential zones can have a favourable effect on road safety 
in urban districts , The numberof accidents involving injury per vehicle -ki bmetre 
in residential streets In the experimental areas has been halved: on traffic arteries 
and access roads it has dropped by about 15%, The overall drop on all types of 
road and street in the exper'mental areas was about 20% ' 
Some caution is however called for 'In relahm to these conclusions , gl'ven the 
very short 'after ' period (14 months) on which they are based, Because of the 
re latively small numbers of accidents that took place during the period, the effect 
on traffic arteries and access roads '., part cular cannot yet be ascribed with 
suUbent certainty to the measures, These small numbers are also the reason 
that the effects of the var bus packages of measures for residential streets cannot 
yet be ascertained, 
The accident surveys have shown that the measures in the experimenta l areas 
have not had a negative effect on road safety in the I'nfluence areas , where the 
residential streets even seem to have become safer, Thus the measures 'Ill the 
experimental areas have not shifted the problems to other parts of the town, 
Lastly, it should be noted that the improvement in safety in residentia l streets in 
the experimental areas definitely does not apply to moped-riders, who have 
become less safe in relative terms, 

The polls carried out after the reconstruction asked the residents of the various 
types of residential street whether they believed that safety had improved in the ir 
streets and neighbourhoods . In general their reactions were fairly positive , but 
not in the woonerf streets, The most favourable opinions were held by reskients 
of option 2 streets, where numerous speed -restricting measures were taken, 

Whether the measures in the experimental areas ach ieved their primary objectives 
was examined both in behavioural studies and in polls . 
Traffic censuses showed that they were successfu I in keeping out through-traffic 
from residential streets . Motorised traffic dropped by 12% in res idential streets 
in the experimental areas , whereas it rose slightly in residential streets in the 
control areas , The polls also indicate that there was less unwanted through-traffic 
after the reconstruction , Such traffic virtually d isappeared from woonerf streets 
and other option 3 streets , according to the reSidents , Many took the view, 
however, that there was st ill too much in the other streets , 
Reducing traffic speed was a major objective of the measures for option 
2 and 3 streets , About two -th irds of the residents of these streets took the view 
that car speeds d id indeed drop . Speed Checks have shown that car speeds are 
bwest in woonerf streets They also showed , however , that it is difficult to curb 
the speed of mopeds in residential streets , in woonerf streets they even reach 
higher speeds than cars in many cases . Th is may explain why their saf ety d id 
not improve after the reconstruction . 
Awoonerf is designed not only to keep out through -t raffic and re strict the speed 
of other traffi c but also to create an attra ctive environment where residents can 
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THE ENVIRONMENT 
AND COMMERCE 

spend their time pleasantly. To find out whether this objective was achieved, 
residents were asked before and after the reconstruction whether they found the 
neighbourhood pleasant to walk in . 
It may be that their answers to this question - as well as their unfavourable opinion 
of safety, mentioned above - were influenced by problems associated with the 
publk participation process .In addition, however, conflict observations revealed 
some shortcomings in the design: obstacles placed on alternate sides more or 
less forced pedestrians to zigzag across the street, crossing passing traffic at 
places with poor visibility . Some shortcomings were also noted at places where 
woonerf streets joined up with main roads, causing particular problems for cars'· 
many of the exits have a raised section from which cars can easily roll onto the 
main road, where they can come into conflict with passing traffic, particularly if 
the main road is narrow. Also, many of the exits are so narrow that cars entering 
and leaving have difficulty in passing each other. 

The provisions made on traffic arteries in the experimental areas included 
crossing facilities for pedestrians, cycles and mopeds. Behavioural observations 
showed that these categories of road users were able to cross more quickly 
thanks to centra l is lands and narrower carriageways. These facilities did not 
however seem to have any effect on safety. 

The drop in traffic dens',ty in the resident1al streets in the experimental areas 
resulted in particul arfn a drop in daytime noise levels, and emissions of exhaust 
gases also decreased to some extent · The reconstruction had no effect on the 
extent and composfti on of commerce in the experimental areas, although a large 
proportion of retail ers took the view that It had had a bad influence on their 
turnover . If this assessment is tested against actual trends in turnover, however , 
it may be concluded that only in the food and drink sector did turnover lag behind 
the national trend somewhat. 
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FIN A L COMMENTS 

In the experimental areas some of the unwanted through-traffic disappeared from 
residential streets and the speed of other traffic dropped. The number of accidents 
involving injury fell. both in the residentia lstreets and on main roads. At this stage 
it is not yet possible to say which package of measures for residential streets has 
the greatest favourable effect on safety. as the results of the behavioura Istud ies 
and opinion polls do not provide an adequate basis. Accident surveys will 
presumably enable a conclusion to be drawn. but not until accident data are 
available for a longer 'after' period. 
It may be noted already. incidentally. that 80-90% of accidents involving injury 
in urban districts occur on main roads. Pure ~ from the point of view of road safety. 
then. it is here that measures can be expected to have the greatest effect. It would 
seem . therefore. that relatively simple measures to keep out through-traffc and 
restrict the speed of other traffic are more appropriate for residential streets than 
complex and expensive measures such as the construction of woonerf areas · 
Moreover. Dutch municipal authorities have recently been given the power (under 
certain conditions) to establish 30 kmph zones in built-up areas. which is a major 
addition to the measures available to compel drivers to adapt their style of driving 
to the needs of residential streets. 
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'Sleeping policeman '. realignment of road 
axis and parking bays in option 2 residential street 
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